INTELLIGENCE-LED PENETRATION
TESTING SERVICES.
FORESIGHT IS BETTER THAN HINDSIGHT.

INTRODUCTION
The bad news: not only is the sophistication of cyber attacks increasing, but they are becoming more focussed, targeting
specific assets or services within organisations.
The good news: many cyber attacks on businesses are still avoidable.
Intelligence-Led Penetration Testing (ILPT) is one way that companies can do this. The difference between this and
conventional technical assessments of network security is that ILPT is based upon rich contextualised intelligence which
informs and guides how the test should be conducted, what attack methods should be simulated and where testers should
focus their resources. They provide a more structured and effective approach for companies to mitigate their cyber risk, avoid
cyber attacks and understand the real effectiveness of key technical security controls they have put in place.

“The difference between this and conventional technical
assessments of network security is that ILPT is based upon rich
contextualised intelligence.”

Penetration Testing Services
It’s long been understood that penetration testing has a vital role to play in making sure that any weaknesses or vulnerabilities
in company systems are found and fixed before they are exposed and exploited by a cyber attacker. However in practice this
too often becomes a check-box exercise in which a set of standard tools are used to test for a series of known vulnerabilities.
The focus is entirely in the technology layer and considers neither the capabilities of likely threats to the organisation nor the
business context of the system being tested. In addition, they seldom focus on measuring an organisation’s ability to detect
and respond to a breach.
While the recommendations of penetration testing are often prioritised by severity or impact, they are not necessarily rated
according to their overall contribution to the organisation’s cyber risk. This reduces the value of a penetration testing report
and means that organisations don’t necessarily make the right decisions about where to focus their remedial efforts across the
spectrum of defensive, detective and operational security controls.
.
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Intelligence-Led Penetration Testing
The value of penetration testing can be significantly improved by utilising the latest threat intelligence and ensuring it is tied to
the business context.
Prior to penetration testing being conducted, specific threat intelligence can be acquired to provide added insight into
contemporary cyber risks: how and why an organisation might be attacked and who might be the perpetrators. This intelligenceled insight enables penetration testing services to be more targeted and focussed in their approach.
The purpose of the penetration testing services then becomes to adopt the mind-set of specific, relevant threats and more
closely mimic the approaches that real, current threat actors can adopt in attacking the network; identifying relevant security
weaknesses, vulnerabilities and possible attack vectors in the process. These tests can be conducted so as to try and avoid
detection wherever possible, emulating the approach a real attacker would take, finding key security holes that would allow
an attacker in and thus also testing the effectiveness of SOC and security monitoring capabilities: how soon do they detect an
attack which is in progress and how do they respond?
This allows comprehensive and relevant recommendations to be produced which enable organisations to determine the best
way to readjust or allocate resources to further enhance their protection and more effectively mitigate attack vectors that were
identified at the business level.
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BAE Systems Intelligence-Led Penetration Testing Services
The Intelligence-Led Penetration Testing Services that BAE Systems Applied Intelligence provide combine two market leading
services into one:
•

our renowned threat intelligence service which provides current, up to date, detailed insight and awareness of threat
actors, their attack vectors and their motivations, through some of the most sophisticated and advanced threat
intelligence available

•

our highly respected penetration testing technical assessments of network security and business risk.

When combined, the result is a powerful service that differentiates itself from standard penetration testing services, providing
customers with an end-to-end, informed and focussed technical assessment of their network security, detection and response
capability.
Effectively broken down into three main phases, the service provides:

PHASE 1:
Contextualised, detailed understanding and reporting as to contemporary threats and threat actors that could impact your
organisation, along with their motivation to do so. We will draw on our extensive threat knowledge to answer three key questions:
•

What are the threats which are likely to target you and what are their capabilities?

•

Which of your business systems would be most attractive to external attackers?

•

What is your current exposure to open source reconnaissance?

This last question requires an evaluation of a company’s Digital Footprint: we will investigate how easy it would be for an
attacker to learn about your company, your network, infrastructure and processes through examining your social presence
(company web pages/Twitter/LinkedIn/Facebook), along with Press Releases/company announcements.
This threat intelligence can be augmented with an understanding of your risk management and compliance requirements.
The output from this phase informs the requirements for assessment and testing in Phase 2 and is used to help define a set of
scenarios tied to real threats which utilise the tools and tactics of real cyber adversaries that may attack client organisations.

PHASE 2:
In this phase we perform the actual penetration tests, informed by Phase 1 output. This involves conducting exercises which
are based upon the scenarios defined by Phase 1, and will be conducted in as realistic a way as possible. Each test will be
perpetrated to a pre-agreed conclusion, usually defined as achieving a preset level of access into the organisation or a specific
data system, or demonstrating penetration of a system, server or database, for example, by extracting a target file or dataset.
Where appropriate, these exercises will include an assessment of relevant portions of:
•

the network architecture

•

technical implementation of security controls

•

capability for detecting and responding to attacks

•

people and processes responsible for security.

To mitigate the concerns of organisations who are wary about potential difficulties or adverse consequences of conducting
advanced penetration testing, we have developed a tried-and-tested methodology - shown on the next page in Fig (1) - for safely
testing different phases of the attack model in isolation. Using this approach our testing is designed to have extremely low
impact on the target network and is deliberately enacted to avoid detection or cause disturbance.
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PENETRATE ORGANISATION
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INFILTRATION

EXPLOIT VULNERABILITIES

ESTABLISH A FOOTHOLD

ESCALATE PRIVILEGES
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REMOTE ACCESS

STEAL, DISRUPT OR DESTROY
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TO OTHER SYSTEMS

DATA INDENTIFICATION
AND COLLECTION

EXFILTRATION OR DAMAGE

CLEAN UP

FIG (1) : The structured methodology for BAE Systems Intelligence-Led Penetration Testing

FIG (1) : The structured methodology for BAE Systems Intelligence-Led Penetration Testing
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At different stages of the attack we will use our skills, experience and resources to simulate and mimic real attack vectors. For
example, in the infiltration stage we may build a dedicated watering hole containing purpose built malicious downloads, and
then implement a spear phishing campaign against company employees which purposefully drives them to the website from
which they download a malware infected document. When this malware is launched it gives us access to their network, from
which we establish a foothold and stage the rest of that component of the attack.

“... in the infiltration stage we may build a dedicated watering hole
containing purpose built malicious downloads, and then implement a
spear phishing campaign against company employees ...”
PHASE 3:
Having completed the technical assessments of the network, people and processes, we present the relevant and actionable
outcomes in three key deliverables:
•

A Threat Intelligence Report - which provides the backdrop to the testing performed and gives situational awareness of
the cyber threat which your company may face.

•

Attack Test Report - which provides details of the penetration testing conducted, what was uncovered and learned from
the testing. This includes a detailed list of each vulnerability detected, its impact and likelihood of exploitation and our
recommendations for remediation, along with screenshots and walkthroughs of compromises. A summary of this report is
presented for Board level analysis.

•

Security Improvement Plan – provides advice and recommendations as to how security should be improved to better
detect and mitigate the risks uncovered during the testing and to determine if your existing security resources are
allocated appropriately.

To help explain the reports and actions required, or to help implement any remedial security enhancements that we
recommend, we can also offer various levels of consultancy engagement to best suit your needs.
The value of the intelligence-led approach has been recognised by organisations at the forefront of cyber security and forms
the basis of recent testing frameworks developed by CBEST and CREST STAR. Unlike CBEST however, the above frameworks,
and our ILPT services, are not restricted to one market sector: they have helped organisations across many business sectors to
improve their security and mitigate their business risk.
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ABOUT INTELLIGENCE-LED PENETRATION TESTING SERVICES
BAE Systems Applied Intelligence has over 40 years experience in the security domain, and during that time has grown a
sophisticated blended team of penetration testers, offensive and defensive software engineers, along with forensics and
incident response consultants that adopt globally acclaimed methodologies.
We use our own capabilities to protect our parent company BAE Systems who, as a global defence and security organisation,
faces some of the most sophisticated cyber threats in the world. Our exposure to cyber threats gives us a unique understanding
of the real cyber threat and our capabilities are underpinned by our own unique threat intelligence.

“We use our own capabilities to protect our parent company
BAE Systems who, as a global defence and security organisation,
faces some of the most sophisticated cyber threats in the world.”
Now commercially available to protect our partners, our Intelligence-Led Penetration Testing Services are based upon
recognised security frameworks: we are recognised experts in this field, providing services which are fully certified to
international standards including CREST STAR.
In addition to this service, we also have a further full range of cyber services and bespoke cyber consultancy services.
For more information please visit us at: www.baesystems.com/pentesting
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ABOUT US
BAE Systems Applied Intelligence delivers solutions
which help our clients to protect and enhance their
critical assets in the connected world. Leading
enterprises and government departments use our
solutions to protect and enhance their physical
infrastructure, nations and people, mission-critical
systems, valuable intellectual property, corporate
information, reputation and customer relationships, and
competitive advantage and financial success.
We operate in four key domains of expertise:
• Cyber Security – helping our clients across the complete
cyber security risk lifecycle
• Financial Crime – identifying, combating and preventing
financial threats, risk, loss or penalties
• Communications Intelligence – providing sophisticated
network intelligence, protection and controls
• Digital Transformation – creating competitive advantage
and enhancing operating performance by exploiting data
and digital connectivity
We enable organisations to be more agile, increase
trust and operate more confidently. Our solutions help to
strengthen national security and resilience, for a safer
world. They enable enterprises to manage their business
risks, optimise their operations and comply with regulatory
obligations.
We are part of BAE Systems, a global defence, aerospace
and security company delivering a wide range of products
and services including advanced electronics, security and
information technology solutions.
Victim of a cyber attack? Contact our emergency
response team on:
US: 1 (800) 417-2155
UK: 0808 168 6647
Australia: 1800 825 411
International: +44 1483 817491
E: cyberresponse@baesystems.com

Global Headquarters
BAE Systems Applied Intelligence
Surrey Research Park
Guildford
Surrey GU2 7RQ
United Kingdom
T: +44 (0) 1483 816000
BAE Systems Applied Intelligence
Level 12
20 Bridge Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Australia
T: +612 9240 4600
BAE Systems Applied Intelligence
Dubai Internet City
Building 17
Office Ground Floor 53
PO Box 500523
Dubai
T: +971 4369 4369
BAE Systems Applied Intelligence
1 Raffles Place #23-03, Tower 1
Singapore 048616
Singapore
T: +65 6499 5000
BAE Systems Applied Intelligence
265 Franklin Street
Boston
MA 02110
USA
T: +1 (617) 737 4170

E: learn@baesystems.com
W: www.baesystems.com/ai
www.twitter.com/baesystems_ai
www.linkedin.com/company/baesystemsai
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